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On 20 May 1985 we had the opportunity to examine an unusual nesting situation of
a Prothonotary Warbler (Protonotaria citrea). An adult female bird was observed nesting
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inside an inverted flat-bottom aluminum boat secured to Elwell's Ferry, which crosses
the Cape Fear River near Kelly in Bladen County, N.C. The nest was approximately
1.3 m above the river, and the bird had a piece of moss in her beak when we first saw her
sitting on the nest. Robert (Bob) Mitchell, the ferry operator, informed us that he had
seen the bird gathering moss from the base of a Bald Cypress (Taxodium distichum) on
the north side of the river near the ferry landing. During a follow-up visit on 18 June, we
were informed that these birds had successfully fledged three or four young the preceding
week. Because Prothonotary Warblers normally nest in small cavities, their nesting in
such an atypical situation is interesting.

The nest was protected from adverse weather, and like many Prothonotary nests, it
was over water. However, the "cavity" (boat) opening was so large that it is difficult to
compare an inverted boat to any previously described nesting situation for this species. In
the surrounding habitat on both sides of the river, we found Prothonotaries to be quite
common in the cypress/tupleo swamp.

Mr. Mitchell informed us that Prothonotary Warblers had built a nest in the same
spot the preceding year. When it became necessary to repair the boat, workers removed
the nest, which contained young, and placed it at the base of a nearby cypress.
Subsequently, grass-cutting crews moved the nest to a box placed at the ferry house,
about 40 m from the original site. Throughout these moves the parents continued to care
for the young, and they eventually fledged.

In both 1984 and 1985 the parents maintained a schedule of nest construction and
parental care despite the irregular schedule of ferry crossings. As the ferry moved back
and forth across the river, more than 100 m wide at the crossing, the birds, which always
foraged on the north side of the river, continued to bring nesting material, to return to
incubating eggs, and to feed dependent young. Adult birds returning to the nest would fly
to the nest regardless of the ferry's location on the river. Birds were seen carrying nesting
material and food from the swamp forest to the ferry, apparently unconcerned about its
location or movement. This note documents a rather bizarre example of strong nest
attachment and adaptability in parent passerines. We thank Bob Mitchell, Kelly, N.C.,
for bringing this nesting activity to our attention.
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